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The effect of Greek culture on other societies was not limited to the ancient world. Some 
achievements have had an enduring impact on later societies. For example, many buildings in the 
United States show the influence of classical Greek architecture.

Create a poster or a computer-based slide presentation that presents examples of buildings in 
the United States that were influenced by classical Greek architecture.

Your poster or presentation should:

• Show examples of ancient Greek buildings and list their notable features

• Show examples of buildings in the United States that show the influence of classical Greek 
architecture, including at least one building from Washington, D.C., and, if possible, one 
building in your city, town, or your state’s capital

•  Include a table that lists the similarities and differences between public buildings then and 
now

1. Planning 
Use your textbook and the internet to research ancient Greek buildings and more 
contemporary buildings that show the influence of classical Greek architecture. Print images of 
Greek and contemporary buildings.

2.   Creating Your Poster or Presentation
Obtain a large posterboard or use a slide presentation computer program and begin to 
organize your images. Add numbered labels to identify the features of the ancient Greek 
buildings. Add numbered labels to the contemporary images to show ways in which they  
are similar to the ancient buildings. Create a table—either by hand or on the computer— 
that lists similarities and differences between the buildings. Connect the table with your 
numbered labels.

3.   Reviewing 
Review your poster or presentation—including the table—for spelling, grammar, and factual 
accuracy. Then review for visual interest. If you find more similarities or differences during your 
review, add them to your table and label them.
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